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Foreword 
Professor Dave Cooper, Head of the Business School 

Business Incubation at the 

University of Chichester 

We would also like you and previous alumni to stay in touch 
with us.   We have launched two new post-graduate           
programmes this year; MSc in Digital  Marketing and a MSc in 
Data Science and Analytics.   This joins our part time MA in 
Leadership and  Management.  Next year we have three     
additional courses; MSc in Environmental Management and            
Sustainability, MSc in Sustainable   Operations and MSc in 
Business Intelligence.  We are also keen to welcome alumni 
involvement as student mentors or presenting  at one of our 
business networking events.   
Please do get in touch. 
 

Of course we also welcome a new cohort of under-graduate 
students and Fresher’s week was as lively as ever.  It is great 
to see so many International students joining us; mostly from 
China.  It is also really good to see that we have another 
strong group of degree  apprentices and our 2 courses are 
proving to be increasingly popular as the government’s      
apprenticeship levy kicks in.  We will be working hard to     
ensure that   you have a fantastic experience during your    
time with  us in Bognor Regis. 
 

During the summer, research continued on a project  to      
deliver a destination management plan to deliver  Sustainable 
Tourism on the Manhood Peninsular (STOMP).  We also     
received news that we had been  successful with a bid for    
EU funding to develop Payment for Ecosystem Services 
schemes aimed at improving  water quality by incentivising 
farmers to environmentally improve land management     
practice.   
 

The work will be coordinated through the Business School’s 
Centre for Research in Sustainable Business and   involves 10 
other French and English partners.  I am sure  that future    
issues of Scoop will report on the progress of  this three    
year, €4m project. 
 

Innovation South - Over the last 9 months, Prof Dave Cooper, 
representing the Coast to Capital Local Enterprise Partnership 
and the University has been a member of the steering       
committee that has been instrumental in the development    
of the Innovation South, Science and Innovation Audit Report 
published by the Department for Business, Energy and           
Industrial Strategy in September.  Innovation South is    
emerging as a balance to UK regions referred to as the     
Northern Powerhouse and the Midlands Engine. 
 

The audit has revealed that the South of England – Innovation 
South, is the backbone of UK’s digital economy. Stretching 
from Dorset to Kent and from Berkshire to the Isle of Wight, 
Innovation South covers eight counties across southern     
England, with a total economic output of £225.3 billion,     
accounting for 13.7% of UK’s economic output. 
 

Innovation South stands out in the UK for its expertise across 
a range of digital enabling technologies, including 5G, Cyber 
security, Big Data, Photonics and Quantum. The region’s 
strengths in digital enabling technologies, are commercially 
applied across four sectors, which include Connected         
Digital, Marine and Maritime, Bioscience and Advanced     
Engineering. The result is a high growth, high value and a  
highly successful knowledge-based regional economy, with 
outstanding potential for further innovation and growth - if   
all assets are successfully integrated. 
 

Prof Cooper will remain involved with the Innovation South 
consortium as it moves to the next phase, following up with 
pragmatic steps to progress the partnership and implement 
the recommendations of the Audit.  With the great support 
they have had from Industry, Universities, and Local            
Enterprise Partnerships (LEP), it is anticipated that Innovation 
South will spearhead investment in significant technological 
developments to promote regional economic growth. 

Welcome to another Edition of the University of Chichester Business School’s research and education 
newsletter.  This edition is timed to  coincide with Graduation for the 2016/17 cohort of students in       
November.  We would like to congratulate all of you on your fantastic achievements. 

This next 12 months will also see the opening 
of the new   Engineering and Creative Digital 
Media Technology Park and a huge amount of 
work is taking place to ensure that it is ready 
and the new programmes are launched. 
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 POSTGRADUATE    
 PATHWAYS 

Why should you study for a postgraduate degree? 

OK, so you may have recently graduated, have just started a new career or maybe taking a year out – why should 
you look at doing more studying?  Our Postgraduate courses offer a chance to progress studies in your chosen field. 
For students wishing to build on their undergraduate degree and undertake further study in a specific area, we offer 
a variety of postgraduate pathways.  There are many good reasons for undertaking postgraduate study, ranging 
from pure love of the subject to more pragmatic labour market requirements.  You may want to develop specialist 
expertise closely linked to your current degree course or change direction into a new area.   
 
Improves your career prospects 
It may be an obvious point, but the skills attained by studying a post-graduate degree will really help strengthen 
your CV and help you stand out from  other graduates. You’ll be getting knowledge, skills and techniques at a higher 
level. Many employers really value this by giving PG-qualified employees greater responsibilities at an earlier age.  
 
Moves your career up a level 
If you’re already working, you will gain a range of additional skills that shows your employer you are serious about 
your career progression and commitment to the organisation. You will add a respected and recognised qualification 
to your CV.  
 
Investing in your own personal development 
This is a benefit not to be under-estimated – you’ll get skills you can use in daily life such as time management, 
presentational and writing skills.  
 
Benefits to your employer 
The employer gets an individual with greatly enhanced skills, knowledge and experience across a range of areas  
valuable in helping a business grow and develop. These include team-working, negotiation, critical analysis, time 
management, organisation, problem-solving and communications. 
 
How does it work? 
The MSc and MA programmes from the University of Chichester Business School are mostly part-time and  link    
your study closely with the workplace.  Emphasis is placed on face to face delivery with student participation and 
experience being central to the facilitation of learning and teaching. We teach in small groups with an emphasis    
on action learning, lots of participation and group participation. Your University learning can be directly applied to 
your workplace so that you understand how it “looks and feels” within the working environment.  
 
What qualifications do I need? 
Normally a degree or equivalent is required.  In exceptional circumstances we can consider non-standard              
applications from non-graduates with significant, relevant work experience who can prove that they would         
benefit from and cope with the programme. 
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MA Management & Leadership 
This is a tailored programme to fit your  business and your professional interests. It’s offered on a                            

part time basis, with a single day of contact time each month.  
For more details contact Dr Rob Warwick r.warwick@chi.ac.uk 

 

MSc Digital Marketing 

An innovative practice based programme that equips you with digital marketing planning skills,                              
marketing strategy, consultancy and solving real life business issues. 

For more details contact Jennie White j.white@chi.ac.uk 

 

MSc International Business 

This programme can be studied jointly with Marketing and with Finance  and provides a broad, robust  and        
practical knowledge base of business administration in a global business context. 

 

MSc Data Science & Analytics 

Developed in collaboration with industry partners this specialist  programme is designed to develop Data              
Scientists, harnessing your mathematical, computational and presentational skills to work with, analyse and        

present data in meaningful ways for industry. 

 

MSc Environmental Management & Sustainability in Business  

This programme will equip you with the relevant knowledge, skills and competencies that will enable you to 
confidently engage with environmental management and sustainability, and pro-actively work as a ‘catalyst 

for change’.  The programme seeks to encourage you to challenge and question norms, and consider ‘why’ be 
sustainable rather than just ‘how’. Through an applied consideration of different scenarios the programme 

encourages a fresh look at environmental management and sustainability, and places a specific focus on pro-
fessional development, and developing operationally effective students. 

 
 

For more information about              

Postgraduate programmes                 

contact:  

Andrew Adams 

Business Development Manager 

Email: a.adams@chi.ac.uk  

Tel: 07796 655247 

* MSc Business Intelligence 

* MA Luxury Brand Management 
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 STORYTELLING 
 THE BENEFITS 

Why is storytelling in business so important and how do you get started? Susan Payton 
of The Business Of Stories explains  

You cannot help but notice that, more and more, we are getting curious about a brand’s 
mission and vision. We don’t just want to buy their stuff, we want to buy into what they 
stand for, what difference they are making and why they do what they do. 
 

Storytelling is the buzzword as  companies, thought leaders and just about everyone are 
talking about storytelling and why we need it; and it’s true, we do want their story. We 
want a story that invites us in and make us feel a part of something bigger than we could 
ever be on our own. Yet many fail to do this well, but there are enormous benefits from 
getting it right.  
 

Telling a compelling story is critical for every business and brand. You need to give people  
something to engage with, connect with and align themselves with. Without a story, you 
run the risk of losing out to businesses that are just better storytellers.  Susan Payton of 
The Business of Stories recently came into the Business school to deliver a practical       
session for students on getting the story right from a personal branding perspective. You 
see, we think of everything to help our students gain competitive advantage!  She shares  
a few points of advice for our readers. 
 

How do you get started? 
Business is about building relationships and, like any relationship, having those know, like 
and trust building blocks in place is key.  So, your story needs to show how you understand 
your customer, you know where they are at, you understand what is important to them 
and you know what they are trying to achieve.  
 

Then it’s about demonstrating how you can help them get the result they want, fulfil their 
dreams and go on to win the day! Nike’s brand narrative reminds us that “everybody can 
be an athlete”, Coca Cola’s messaging has always been around friendship and feeling   
happy and we trust Lego to help our children build life skills such as confidence,              
independence and self-expression. 
 

Are you telling a brand story that shows how your product or service will improve your          
customer’s life? A story that they can feel good about being a part of? And, on a personal 
level, are you telling your own story, to entice recruiters and future employers?   
 

Susan’s business has been supported by the Dome Enterprise Centre here at the Bognor Regis  
Campus and her website is www.thebusinessofstories.com and if you want help getting started     
on your own story, you can download her free workbook at fivebrandstories.com  
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Welcoming guest speakers to the Business School is a rewarding part of working     
and studying here. It’s so interesting getting a peek into other people’s lives and     
fascinating to find out about their life journey especially if they had once been a     
student at the University.  

This month we welcomed Bill Strohacker, a designer, creator and educator with an 
immense background working for Smash Hits when it was a hit within one of the 
worlds’ leading publishers, and later for the mighty Virgin empire.  He shared with us 
some great tips on breaking into the creative sector and securing that dream job, and      
while there was a little bit of right place and the right time, there was lots of skills  
acquisition, hard work and personal development that was critical to his success.   

Having worked with leading agencies and later setting up his own creative agency in             
Chichester, he shed some light on the creative process and  just how to get from a   
clients requirement of ‘I want this…’ to an effective brand identity or marketing     
campaign and what that involves. It’s not always straightforward, businesses are not 
always sure what they want and often do not understand how to get where they think 
they should be, and of course there is a little bit of miracle working when clients don’t 
provide a suitable budget to meet their expected outcomes.  
 
A great insight for students on how to interpret and work with client briefs and   
equally useful for the businesses that attended and how they could provide better 
briefs to agencies.  

To find out more about Bill Strohacker find him on LinkedIn or search strohacker.net  

 

 

GUEST SPEAKER 
BILL STROHACKER 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwjW_9GG_-vWAhUBbRQKHTwzB9IQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.virginmedia.com%2Fcorporate%2Fmedia-centre%2Fvirgintv.html&psig=AOvVaw1iJF6zDA09UQ8noH4rrj7X&ust=1507928897494464
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwiS57ju_-vWAhUBfFAKHS0ZBsAQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FFile%3AVirginTrainsLogo.svg&psig=AOvVaw1iJF6zDA09UQ8noH4rrj7X&ust=1507928897494464
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Business Incubation at the 

University of Chichester 

 MANAGEMENT  
 DEVELOPMENT 

Management Development Day the School ran on 5th July for a West Sussex 
based firm: CPJ Field. The family firm is 345 years old and owns 37 funeral 
homes throughout London and the South East. They asked the Business School 
to design and deliver a management development day themed around 'The 
Changing Nature of the Funeral Business'.  
 
It is intended that the day will be the beginning of a journey to develop manage-
ment capability within the organisation supported hopefully by the Business 
School. The day was held at Bishop Otter Campus for 38 CPJ Field Managers on 
one of the hottest days of Summer so far. The team from the School involved in 
the day included Rob Warwick (Leadership &Management), Colin Whitaker and 
Paula Jenkins (HRM) and Sally Gould (Business School Administration). The day 
was well -received and the team enjoyed working with a fascinating sector and 
an organisation with such a strong heritage.  
 
Famous funerals the organisation has conducted include Queen Victoria, George 
V, William Gladstone, A.A. Milne, Harold Macmillan and Jomo Kenyatta.  
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The Marketing Forums are a series of events for students and businesses that enable 
invited business to present a real life marketing issue to students for them to review, 
discuss and propose solutions for.  It’s a perfect way to gain a fresh perspective on 
your business from the creative and enquiring minds of our undergraduate marketing 
and business students. 

Established and run by Senior Lecturer in Marketing, Lionel Bunting, the Forums take 
place throughout the academic year usually on a Wednesday evening at the end of 
the working day. These events are a great way to experience working with marketing 
and business undergraduates at the Business School, and as a result of participating 
many businesses go on to offer semester long projects after seeing just how much 
value our students can offer their business.  

These fast paced sessions follow a 5x20 minute block schedule. Starting with a 20   
minute networking, refreshments and welcome, then a 20 minute guest talk,             
20 minute interactive activity followed by 2x20 minute business consultancy             
rotations. For the consultancy element the businesses get to present a current issue 
or problem that they face and would like our students to work on, to ask probing 
questions, suggest ideas and discuss possible solutions. For our students it’s a great 
way to develop a range of personal and professional skills and gain a better              
understanding of business.  

Whilst businesses are welcome to attend the events and the Business School values 
your support and  input, we can only facilitate the consultancy element at each event 
for just a few  businesses. We carefully manage the numbers to ensure that student 
and business gain something meaningful from participation. 

If you would like to be involved in the Forums as a guest speaker or bring your own 
marketing challenge to the business consultancy segment then please contact Lionel 
Bunting l.bunting@chi.ac.uk 

 

Next Events: Wednesday 1st November and 22 November, 2017 

 MARKETING  
 FORUMS 

Mailto:l.bunting@chi.ac.uk
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The need for ethical consideration during research is undisputed. Research without an ethical design ‘can cause 
harm, damages the credibility of research, undermines the research record, and wastes resources’ (UK Universities 
research integrity concordat, 2012, p. 17).  
 

However, devising rules of ethical practice and procedure are not as straightforward as this statement suggests. 
They are complicated by the ethical demands of method, theory, practice and procedure. These demands are in 
turn manifest in different ways through people, groups, organisations, institutions, and other 
‘assemblages’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987). These differing demands can come into conflict creating an ethical gap, 
‘divergence’ (Ramcharan and Cutcliffe, 2001), ‘rupture’ (Haggerty, 2004), ‘silence’ (Anspach and Mizrachi, 2006, p. 
730) or ‘disconnect’ (Librett and Perrone, 2010), among other names. When attempting to participate in certain 
types of research, such as ethnography, a number of ethical conflicts arise between researcher and Institutional 
Research Board (IRB) which on first appearance cannot be rectified.  These conflicts appear to be between two   
positions or ‘paradigms’ (Librett and Perrone, 2010, Hammersley, 2009, Haggerty, 2004, Bosk and De Vires, 2004, 
Dickson and Holland, 2017, Lincoln, 2004, Pollock, 2012, Holland, 2007).  

 
In the interpretative research paradigm, of which ethnography is part, research is relational and the relevance of 
collected data is understood in light of context which research aims to evidence (Wacquant, 2006, Bourdieu, 1990, 
Holland, 2007). Utility is contingent (Ellis et al., 2010) with patients, members of staff, researchers, in fact all        
participants constructing epistemological and ontological boundaries differently. This includes, for example, what 
people see as truth (Crane et al., 2008) with the subsequent reliability, validity, generalizability and meaning all 
therefore being subject to context too. In research terms this means, data can only emerge during 'close                
engagement with members of the group being studied’ (Neyland 2007: 11). Therefore, a definitive account of        
research scope; the participants involved, some of the areas of research and the role of the researcher cannot            
be understood before the research is conducted.  

 
However, IRBs link the regulation of research to a different paradigm. The ethical position of an IRB rest on the   
rationales and regulatory regimes of clinical medicine (Bosk and De Vires, 2004) or the traditional rigor criteria of 
generalizability, replicability and objectivity (Lincoln, 2004). Three common principles underlie the ‘procedurally 
based’ (Pollock, 2012) biomedical paradigm: autonomy, beneficence (and non-maleficence) and justice (Pollock, 
2012, Fitzgerald et al., 2006, Hemmings, 2006) or the right to consent, freedom from harm and the right to fair     
distribution of the benefits and burdens of harm. Therefore, the individual is supreme, knowledge is objective and 
the individual can be separated from their context (Hemmings, 2006, p. 13, Dickson and Holland, 2017, Greenbough 
and Roe, 2010, Traeger, 2016, Meillassoux, 2008). In this system IRBs function as ethical regulators who form the 
rules and can, if it is so desired, intervene before, during and after research in order to uphold these rules 
(Hammersley, 2009). As social sciences are thought of as risk inducing endeavours (Haggerty, 2004), in this              
paradigm the scope of research, and thus its ethical implications can and must be understood before research  
takes place. Responsibility therefore rests on the researcher to create an a priori set of rules on which decisions 
should be made. 

 

The dichotomy between the interpretative and biomedical ethical paradigms raise numerous conflicts which due   
to their number and complexity are impossible to explore here. However, in the current system, where a conflict 
between the two demands appears unbridgeable, for research to proceed one ethical demand must give way,    
usually at the expense of the researcher. 

 
Written by Thomas Thompson, PhD Student in the University of Chichester Business School 

To find out more and to access the full article and reference list please contact Thomas on: 
TTHOMPS1@stu.chi.ac.uk 

 

PhD Think Box Arena  
THE ETHICS OF: 
RESEARCH ETHICS 
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The Business School has been awarded around 4 million Euros to work with 10 partners from the UK and France  
to run the project Channel Payment for Ecosystem Services (CPES). The aim of CPES is to improve water quality 
through the implementation of commercially sustainable catchment wide PES schemes.  

A pilot study will establish schemes in 6 different catchments, including lake-reservoir with direct links to the  
coast (Brittany), groundwater and river (Normandy), groundwater (Hampshire, West Sussex), river (West Sussex), 
estuarine (Cornwall, Devon). Partners will work to reduce the costs and risks of PES, building on previous studies. 
They will develop a PES Framework and a Resources Toolbox comprising; business cases, financial instruments, 
commercial agreements, interventions and cluster models. These will be tailored for different catchment          
landscapes and differing legal, cultural and political frameworks across the 2 countries. A change management 
programme will be designed with brokers to facilitate the involvement of buyers (e.g. water companies) and 
sellers (e.g. farmers). 90 farms and land managers and 18 buyers will be targeted. The economic and                      
environmental effectiveness of the schemes will be evaluated and refined during the study.  
 
The partner water companies will continue operations after the project ends, extending to other areas.  CPES will 
engage with other stakeholders to generate a policy for wider adoption of PES.. The Project starts in December 
with introductory meetings to organise the project and then starts in earnest in January. This is the first time the 
Business School and the University has won such a significant award.        

News in Brief from the Research Hub  

Dr Jorge Gutic just been appointed         
External Examiner for the hospitality,        
tourism and events programmes at        
Anglia Ruskin University in London.   

A field visit to a data centre company 
4D   www.4d-dc.com  is planned for  
Wednesday 4th October. The visit is      
attended by students from our MSc in        
Data Science and Analytics. 

A paper on the potential and appropriateness  of 
using Excel to teach programming fundamentals is 
being written jointly by James Terry Weston  and 
Dr. Kamaran Fathulla. James is a second year  
Business School student. It is expected the paper 
will be published at an academic conference in the 
near future. 

Chichester/Bognor ComputingAtSchools Hub   
had its first event with a workshop on Python 
programming. The Hub runs events and         
workshops for local school teachers.  
Contact Dr. Kamaran Fathulla for details.  
 

https://community.computingatschool.org.uk/events/5417  
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OPEN FOR BUSINESS 

The new season of  Open Days has started and here is a visual 
storyboard of  our first few extremely well attended events. 

Business Incubation at the 

University of Chichester 

 Graham Bailey 
 Senior Lecturer in Marketing         
 Talking about the marketing course 

Time for ice cream! 

 Keynote welcome 
 Professor Dave Cooper   
 Head of the Business School 
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 New banners, new courses, brilliant stats! 

Healthy refreshments 

Samples of work, 
crowdsourced 

moodboards 

 Student Ambassador, Natalie    
 Horsfall giving a student briefing 
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The role of HRM in SMEs 

Colin Whitaker Head of HRM in the Business School spoke to the Sussex CIPD group at the 
Dome on the topic 'HRM in SMES' on 12th June 6.30-8.30pm.This is his special interest 
and the audience included  independent HR consultants to SMEs across Sussex, academic 
colleagues with special interests in the changing world of employment and CIPD           
students and tutors from Chichester College. It was an interesting discussion raising    
questions about the differences between the HR provision in SMEs and corporates and 
how the employment pendulum has swung  to the largest number of employees In the   
UK now working in  SMEs  rather than large corporations with a growing number           
participating in the gig economy. Questions raised included what does this mean for HR 
professionals and how can the provision of HRM in SMEs reflect the different set of      
contextual factors, priorities and needs in its HR provision.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

It is planned that these conversations will be taken forward at subsequent meetings and 
Paula Jenkins from the Business School will be the academic member on the Sussex CIPD 
networking group on 12th November which will discuss the hot topic of flexible working. 

The University has hosted the Sussex CIPD quarterly networking meetings at both the 
Bishop Otter and Bognor Regis Campus since 2015 and it will continue to do so building 
important links with the professional national body of the Human Resources profession 
for practitioners, academics and student communities. We are also delighted that HR  
students graduating this Summer have again this year secured graduate level roles prior 
to graduating with a range of employers including the NHS, the Diocese of Chichester   
and the manufacturing sector within Sussex and also with multinationals such as the    
Virgin group based in Australia. 

 

Pictured: Colin Whitaker 
Senior Lecturer in Human Resource Management 
University of Chichester Business School  
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The charity itself is new, and developed alongside 
the Charity Development degree course at the     
University. Treated like a professional, I was instantly 
and gratefully thrown in the deep end, developing 
long term communication plans for the charity, 
through a mixture of eNewsletters, donor welcome 
packs and thankyou letters. This was a phenomenal 
opportunity to apply marketing and technology, with 
donor psychology; combining many areas of previous 
study into something that the charity can use for 
years to come.  

 
This was only a small slither of the tasks and projects 
which I undertook during the internship. I also worked 
on: social media and website development, project  
advertisement, event management and logistics, and 
more. Finally, I had the opportunity to visit Zambia to 
see the projects at first hand. 

 
I visited five project locations out in Zambia. From the 
busy Bauleni compound, the most deprived area in 
the city; to deep in the Zambian bush where a school 

had been built in a farming district, to help rural   
Zambians obtain an education. It was stunning to see 
how self-sufficient all the schools were. Funding for 
these areas had significantly improve the quality         
of life for the school children and the surrounding  
villages, but there is still much to do. Simple            
alterations such as sanitary blocks for the schools 
could make a difference and not something I had  
seen as a problem on the surface. A mere $5000 could 
build two, 4-stalled, sanitary blocks for the school   
and community, which would last for years to come.  
Many of the food programmes were successful, but 
there was a clear need to extend it towards more  
children and others within the community.  

 

A great challenge with fundraising is the ability to     
convey the need and story of the beneficiaries to the 
donors. This is especially the case for international   
organisations where few people can truly empathise 
with the daily challenges of poverty stricken children   
in Africa. The visit inspired a sense of duty to become 
a voice for the need. Each project location was fuelled 

GRADUATE ON  INTERNSHIP SCHEME 
WITH BANA TANDIZO FOUNDATION 

I’m Matthew Harris, a final year student on the Charity Development degree pathway at the  
Business School. Over summer I enrolled myself in the GraduateOn Internship scheme with the 
Bana Tandizo Foundation; a UK Registered charity which helps orphans and vulnerable children  
in Zambia. They run multiple education-orientated projects in and around Lusaka (Zambia’s    
Capital), focused on empowering local communities; this is my story. 
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with a different vibrant personality; with a true 
sense of community laying at its heart. Yet, it 
doesn’t take much to place oneself back into the 
big picture, and acknowledge the disparity in    
quality of life from our everyday acclimations.  

 

If I could pick one moment that stood out for me 
about the trip, it would be Humphrey. Humphrey    
is a teacher as the Life Christian School, in the 
Mtendere East Compound. The school is the only 
affordable school in the area meaning it has a high 
demand to take on students. Despite the hardships 
in the area; with the Bana Tandizo funded feeding 
programme providing the only food many of the 
children receive daily, Humphrey is an inspirer.  

 

As he taught us about different religions, he gave off  
an aura of immense passion. Despite our disruption 
joining the class, all eyes were fixated on Humphrey. 
He wanted to involve all the children, giving the  
children a profound sense of achievement when 

they answered. He made everyone want to learn.    
It amazes and even bemuses me to see someone   
so good at what they do, despite the barriers       
surrounding them.  

 

Despite only three months, I have gained a deep 
sense of maturity. Having the opportunity to apply 
myself has emboldened my desire to learn and be 
more opportunistic. Being able to see the children 
benefitting from the work which I had developed in 
the prior weeks, was a memory which I will never 
forget and an opportunity like no other. 

If you’d like to take part in the GraduateOn            
scheme we welcome enquiries from                   
businesses offering opportunities and                 
students seeking them, contact:   
 

Andrew Adams, Business Development Manager 
e: a.adams@chi.ac.uk  t: 07796 655247 
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The Business School is a Graduate Gateway of the Chartered Institute of Marketing and as a result is able to 
offer current students and recent graduates (for upto three years after graduating)  access to a range of     
qualifications. Having studied a  range of exciting high quality modules at the Business School, students are 
able to gain exemptions from professional qualification modules. 

CIM qualifications are based on our Professional Marketing Competencies which have been designed to help 
marketers meet the increasing demands of them at every stage in their career. Developed from extensive   
research with employers and employees in marketing and broader business functions, the Competencies give 
individuals and organisations the basis on which to assess the abilities of a capable and competent marketer. 

The Graduate Gateway status that has been achieved by Chichester University awards students on the degree, 
as well as those previously on the degree with exemptions against some of the CIM modules. 

A recent change the Graduate Gateway program means that those studying the CIM Certificate in Professional 
Marketing now have two exemptions, ‘Marketing’ & ‘Integrated Communications’, leaving just one further 
module to complete to achieve the full qualification. In addition, those that have previously graduated can still 
benefit from this as CIM have extended the time period by which the exemptions can be claimed. Graduates 
now need to be registered for CIM Studying Membership within three years of graduating and are required to 
complete the additional module(s) within five years of graduating……...  

For more information as a recent graduate or current student contact Jennie White at j.white@chi.ac.uk or 
call 01243 812190 alternatively speak to Sarah Moriarty at the Chartered Institute of Marketing.  

Graduate Gateway and  Qualifications 

This two year study achieved its latest milestone last month at the British Academy of       
Management conference at the University of Warwick where we presented our paper.            
In short, over the course of more than a year we wrote about our research practice and          
transcribed  our conversations in relation of what had surprised us and the patterns of        
relationships that we were forming. We used these to prompt further reflexive conversations 
to improve the way we carried out research. In methodological terms it was the application     
of co- autoethnography as an enabling heuristic aimed at improving the quality and validity   
of our research. The paper sparked lively conversation and we got some useful feedback to 
take this to the next stage. Next steps, some more writing and a journal article in …….  

I am intrigued as to how people work together to innovate, research and do things they have not done before. 
My recent exploration of this has been my research collaboration with Janet McCray, Professor of Social Care and 
Workforce Development here at Chichester and Adam Palmer, Head of Responsible Management and Leadership 
at Winchester University. In our research project on action learning the three of us became fascinated as to how 
we were working and getting to know with each other and the impact this was having on our research.  
 
 

Opening the black box of research practice 

                            By Dr Rob Warwick 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwjWhZfrlofXAhVOZ1AKHaGxDj4QjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.quantinsti.com%2Fblog%2Fdecoding-black-box-running-trading-systems%2F&psig=AOvVaw07VLocVH4ATFmUzm4MT2_o&ust=150886299733
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ALUMNI 

SUPPORTING YOU 

We have a great deal to offer our Alumni and Friends in a variety of ways we hope you will enjoy taking              

advantage of these services, both in your professional and personal lives.  

Free lifelong careers advice  

Preferential rates on postgraduate courses 

Discounted access to university facilities including sports membership, library  fa-

cilities, conference and accommodation services  

Opportunities to remain involved in the University Community  

Exclusive invites to events and reunions  

Access to networking and special interests groups  

 

SUPPORTING US 

As alumni and friends you are fundamental to the continued success of your University and your involvement    

and support makes a real difference to the experience of our present and future students.  

There are many ways you can show your support: 
      

Consent - simply give us your consent to stay in touch with you 

Share your success stories with us on Social Media  

Update your LinkedIn profile page to show you graduated from the University of Chichester 

Support a crowdfunding project or join a regular giving scheme  

Legacies - ask us about legacies  

Mentor - share your knowledge and experience and inspire others by becoming a mentor  

 

REACHING US 

There are lots of ways of communicating       

with the Alumni team  
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You can also keep in touch with the 

Business School  via social media 

@chitalksbiz 

UniversityofChicheterBusinessSchool 

UniversityofChicheterBusinessSchool 

alumni@chi.ac.uk  

@chiunialumni 

UniversityofChicheterBusinessSchool 

UniversityofChicheterBusinessSchool 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwj-oP354YbXAhXHLVAKHRsZCfYQjRwIBw&url=https%3A%2F%2Fopenclipart.org%2Fdetail%2F216531%2Fmail-icon-white-on-grey&psig=AOvVaw3oH6Txh9gDRgQadxsij4v4&ust=1508848801649862
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I decided to study digital marketing to help me run my homewares business which I started while living in Gibraltar. 
Having a young family and serious illness had an impact on my business. I also found out that although I had learnt 
the basics of marketing during my B.A., I lacked the requisite skills and knowledge of marketing, never mind the   
digital aspects of the subject appropriate to my business, and frustratingly had to continually seek professional    
support for, especially since par t of my business was online. 
   
In the few weeks since starting the programme I have already learned a great deal and having my own business I’m 
also able to apply things almost immediately. I now realise that most of my business plan was just an idea without a 
backbone and finesse to create a solid brand and having encountered so many challenges from the inception of the 
idea to marketing the products I am already much clearer as to where I went wrong and how better I could have 
done everything.  Not only that but I’m thinking ahead as to how much more knowledgeable and effective I will be 
when I compete the MSc next year. 
 

So far the lecturers have been very supportive and interested in my business journey, adding on how better to run 
and promote my business as we progress through the taught modules. Brand management is very interesting and I 
have so far learnt about what makes a brand and considered the dimensions of brand identity and what is mine!   
 

All of this was highlighted by the few lessons I have had in the first three modules of my study. I look forward to 
learning more and further enhancing my academic qualifications to masters level with the help and support I get 
from the lecturers.  
 

The thing I like most about the course is the lecture delivery which is through workshops and also the small group 
numbers make it possible for the lecturers to know and fully support each students, provide real life situation      
examples and build in examples using some of the students' background.  

SARAH SUNSHINE 
The student view on starting the MSc Digital Marketing programme 

ZHENG YUKE (Tina), 21, Quzhou City, Zhejiang Province, China. My hometown is 
a little city with really delicious food, especially spicy crawfish. I came to the 
University of Chichester to learn Accounting and Finance. Most people here are 
friendly, and they will try to help you if they can. There is an international office 
to help me with problems in everyday life and visas. For studying I can find en-
couragement, advice and stimulus from fellow learners, as well as from tutors, 

The Business School is again very happy to welcome 30 students from China to study specially designed             
programmes in Business English, Business & Management and Finance & Accounting at level six.  Here are two 
profiles of the current cohort, a warm welcome to you all.  

IN PROFILE 

Hi, my name is Zixin Fang (Kam), I come from China and I’m 21 years old. I’m here 
to study Business and Management on the Bognor Regis campus. I want to study 
Human Resources when I start my Master’s degree. It’s my first time in the UK so 
everything is different and difficult for me, but fortunately I got a lot of help from 
my tutors and now I’m used to living here. I’m not good at English so it’s a little 
bit hard for me to study in English but I will try my best to make my English and 
study better and I also hope that I can make some friends here.  
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For many students, the beginning of September marks a return to normality, the summer break has flown by       
and many feel sceptical about what the new academic year has to offer. For many of these tech bearing teens     
the month is made tolerable by the promise of the yearly iPhone refresh that is incrementally superior to its            
predecessor and we’ve just seen latest IPhone launch receive immense global media attention despite the tech 
hiccup! Research suggests that smart phone consumption has doubled since 2013 (Electronic Design, 2013) with   
as much as eight-percent of our disposed of electronics in the United States ending up I third world countries. 
(Solomon, 2010).  

 

It is these incremental improvements to the smart phone coupled with the frequency of their release that has 
forced marketers to reimagine consumers’ disposal options and how we dispose of our old technology.  Of the   
seven-hundred million iPhone handsets in worldwide circulation it estimated that twenty-eight per cent of these 
handsets have been bought second hand (Reisinger, 2017). As a result of their strong brand salience third party 
auction sites such as eBay and Amazon have established themselves as leading sellers of technology and second 
hand goods. eBay has affirmed itself as a market leader by delivering both omniscient and vibrant branding across 
mobile, app and their website with a brand that is instantly recognisable and top of the consumer’s mind. Rather 
ironically the auction site prospers in times of economic uncertainty by allowing consumers to sell their used goods 
to one another (Solomon, 2010) by cutting out the middlemen in the selling on process the consumer sees a far 
greater return on their initial investment. 

An example of a campaign ran by eBay in September 2017 leading up to the release of Apple’s new iPhone 8 

THE EMERGENCE OF DISPOSAL  
AS A STAGE IN THE CONSUMER DECISION MAKRING PROCESS 

A MARKETING STUDENT’S VIEW 
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Cont’d….. 

 

The disposal stage of the consumer’s disposal options pyramid relates to the psychographics of the modern day 
consumer. We would typically expect individuals with the belief of positivism (Solomon, 2010) to be early 
adopters of new technologies and more willing to dispose of their old goods to align with their own individual   
role theories and how they wish to be perceived by others. On the contrary marketers must be weary of the        
messages they send out about recycling and the disposal of unwanted goods. Social marketing stresses the         
benefits of good behaviours and discourages activities that are harmful “promote health, avoid sickness” with  
Japanese consumers boasting that forty per-cent of its waste is recycled. (Solomon, 2010). Some businesses have 
already switched onto this and are carefully considering their social and environmental impact and taking steps   
to being better global enterprises. 

 

As consumers we share a global responsibility to reduce waste and recycle more and as marketers we have the 
power to influence their decisions with eBay reinforcing its corporate social responsibility by allowing sellers of 
their site to donate their profits to charities. As we move towards a global consumer culture and the reduction of 
global diversity we must begin to look beyond an individual’s social background and preconceived stereotype by 
studying non dependant segments (Solomon, 2010). The lines between generations are being blurred and it is  
typical for example for mothers and daughter to share traits, beliefs and ultimately buying habits. The entire    
buying process is of value to marketers, and more so than ever the disposal end of the spectrum as consumers 
become ever more savvy shoppers and look to maximise their returns when they come to upgrade or throw away.  

 

But it’s not just about maximising returns, increasingly younger generations are quite rightly asking questions 
about values, ethics and the environment and expecting more consideration of this from businesses they buy 
from.   

The consumer disposal options pyramid  
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Dawn Robins  

Editor, layout & research 

news contributor 

D.Robins@chi.ac.uk  

 

Lionel Bunting 

Editor, design & contributor  
L.Bunting@chi.ac.uk 

 

THANKS TO: 
Staff contributors: 

Rob  Warwick, Jorge Gutic,  Dave 

Cooper, Colin Whitaker, David Phillips, 

Andrew Adams 

 

Student contributors: 

Sarah Sunshine,  Matthew Harris, Zixin 

Fang, Zheng Yuke, Zak Clisby, Thomas 

Thompson  

 

Other contributors: 

Susan Peyton, Sarah Moriarty  

Got a news story? 

If you would like to submit a feature 
article or news in brief story for the 
next newsletter in January then email  
a member of the team or use the 
newsdesk email  l.bunting@chi.ac.uk 

@chitalksbiz 

@ChiUniBiz 

@markritson 

@tedtalks 

Local & regional events  
 

01 November—Marketing Forum, Guest speaker Bryt 
Skincare, The Dome 0.01 from 5pm till 7pm 
 
04 November — Fontwell Park Disney themed       
fireworks & music Spectacular  
 
05 November—Worthing Pier Fireworks & Tide of 
Light event, Worthing from 4pm 
 
16- 18 November  — Annie Get Your Gun, the        
musical, at the Alexandra Theatre, Bognor Regis  
 
23 - 25 November  — White Christmas, the musical, 
at the Alexandra Theatre, Bognor Regis  
 
30 November — Enterprise Networking Evening 
meets the Marketing Forum 5-7pm, The Dome 
 
02 December — Arundel by Candlelight 
 
Christmas Markets 
Bognor Regis - 25 November  
Winchester Cathedral  20 November -  22 December 
Lille, France 17 November - 27 December 
Bruges, Belgium 25 November - 2 January 
 


